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30 April 2013

QUARTERLY EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES REPORT MARCH 2013

LARGE BULK SAMPLE MINING AT AREA C IMMINENT FOLLOWING NT GOVERNMENT
APPROVAL AND APPOINTMENT OF EXPERIENCED MINING CONTRACTOR
Key Points
 MMP APPROVED FOR LARGE BULK SAMPLE MINING AT AREA C
 STRIPPING OPERATIONS TO COMMENCE 2 MAY 2013
 HEADING CONTRACTORS SUBSIDIARY (Olympic Dam Experience) APPOINTED AS
MINING CONTRACTOR
 GRADE CONTROL DRILLING PLANNED AS INITIAL STEP
 CRUSHER TESTS CONFIRM OPTIMUM CRUSHING AND SCREENING SPECIFICATIONS
 PROJECT FACILITATION AGREEMENT WITH THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
GOVERNMENT

MMP APPROVAL
Sherwin has obtained MMP Approval from the NT Department of Minerals and Energy (DME) for its
bulk sample operation which is planned to extract 200,000 tonnes of Direct Shipping Ore grade
hematitic iron oxide. Sherwin’s MMP has been critically reviewed by the DME as the size of the bulk
sample is considered comparable to a full scale mining operation.
The decision to extract this large bulk sample for export to China has particular advantages including:






Demonstrating Sherwin’s commitment to a long term mining operation,
Testing Sherwin’s product through Chinese mills,
Establishing working relationships with Chinese producers,
Developing appropriate mining and grade control practices for full scale mining, and
Assessing future infrastructure and transport needs as critical cost areas in full scale production.

Sherwin continues to hold exploration licences with excellent potential for additional DSO resources,
especially at Mt Scott and Yumanji.
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MINING CONTRACTOR SELECTION
The appointment of a Heading Contractors subsidiary for the bulk sample is positive as this group has
been long associated with mining operations at Olympic Dam.
GRADE CONTROL DRILLING
Sherwin will conduct grade control drilling in advance to further optimize the material grade that is
forwarded for export. Sherwin will adopt similar practices to that applied to its DSO drilling where Coffey
Mining oversaw sampling and assaying practices.
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CRUSHING TESTS
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Crushing tests conducted by Nagrom Laboratories on trench samples from the bulk sample areas have
confirmed optimum crushing and screening size specifications to meet maximum Fe grade and
minimum Si grade in DSO product as outlined below;
Anticipated fines shipping specifications for the bulk sample*
o

Fe:

60.0%

o

SiO2:

10.0

o

Al2O3: 1.5%

o

P:

0.01%

o

S:

0.01%

o

MgO:

0.07%

o

LOI:

2.0%

*These specifications do not represent the entire DSO ore body for area C, but are anticipated
specifications included in the off-take agreement for the bulk sample subject to rigorous grade control
measures.
EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO 31 MARCH 2013
A $2m credit facility has been established with the first drawdown to be made on 1 May 2013. This
facility will be sufficient to fund the initial mining of the DSO bulk sample. The sale of the bulk sample is
expected to generate revenue for the Company by the end of June 2013. The credit facility plus the
revenue from the sale of the bulk sample will be sufficient to fund the ongoing operations of the
Company.
Equipment has been mobilized to the DSO site with clearing and pre-stripping to commence on 2 May
2013. The trading terms in the agreement with the DSO mining contractor will enable Sherwin to
commence mining the bulk sample and deliver it to Darwin Port with minimal upfront cash outlay.
The off-take agreement for the bulk sample is expected to be finalized in the first week of May 2013. It
is expected the first shipment in accordance with the off-take agreement will be delivered to the Port of
Darwin in mid-June 2013.
PROJECT FACILITATION AGREEMENT
The agreement outlines how the NT Government and Sherwin Iron will work together to address critical
matters such as maximising local industry and employment opportunities, freight logistics and transport,
and environmental protection. The agreement is a major factor in Sherwin being able to make its first
export shipment of iron ore (albeit a bulk sample) with minimal infrastructure costs by the end of 2013.
Rodney Illingworth
Executive Director
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